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TEACHER NOTES
Learning Objectives

• Assert the benefits of education and community outreach efforts of an arts organization. 
• Assess the value of a community initiative within an organization’s portfolio of education and outreach programs. 
• Explain how research studies can impact a civic outreach initiative and affect overall funding opportunities. 
• Manage constituents involved in a community outreach program. 
• Propose an expansion of an outreach program that is testing successfully.

Topics For Discussion

Community Outreach Portfolio
The Phoenix Symphony is Arizona’s only full-time professional orchestra and offers over 200 formal concerts annually. Relative 
to other symphony orchestras in the United States, the organization places special value on improving the lives of its residents, 
whether or not these people attend concerts in Symphony Hall. TPS’s goal to make a difference in the citizens’ lives has resulted 
in various outreach programs, some of which are outlined in the case study. These programs have direct and measurable impact 
on Phoenix’s local economy, in schools, and in facilities for the city’s most vulnerable residents. 

• Community, education, and outreach programs are scarcely profit centers for an arts organization and therefore require
funding to support. The CEO of TPS, Jim Ward, has described the funding landscape in the Phoenix market with the saying
“People, Pets, then Arts.” What does he mean by this? How does TPS negotiate the position of the arts in the state and local
grant-making environment? How does Arizona’s demography further complicate the ecosystem of philanthropy?

• The case describes the “Mind over Music” initiative as well as program efforts under the umbrella “B-Sharp Wellness.” All
of these programs and more are administered by the department of Education and Community Engagement directed by
Valerie Bontrager. What are the goals of each program? How successful has each been? Invite students to search for the
broader portfolio of outreach programs that TPS offers. From what can be gathered within and outside the case, what
initiatives seem most in line with TPS’s mission of providing civic value to Phoenicians? Imagine the daily dynamics of the
department of Education and Community Engagement. How do students suspect that work is divided and completed in
this department?

Stress, Science, Saliva, and a Symphony
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